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SUMMARY
A new method for automatic multi-block grid generation is described. The method combines the
Modified Advancing Front Method as a Predictor with an elliptic scheme as a corrector. It advances a col-
lection of cells by one cell height in the outward direction using Modified Advancing Front Method, and
then corrects newly-obtained cell positions by solving elliptic equations. This predictor-corrector type
scheme is repeatedly applied until the field of interest is filled with hexahedral grid cells. Given the config-
uration surface grid, the scheme produces block layouts as well as grid cells with overall smoothness as its
output. The present method saves human-time and reduces the burden on the user in generating grids for
general 3-D configurations. It was used to generate multi-block grids for wings in their high-lift configura-
tion.
INTRODUCTION
Grid generation is an essential and critical task for successful application of CFD in engineering
process. Grid generation has been, and still is, a labor-intensive and expertise-requiring task, especially for
complicated configurations. Configurations for which grid generation requires enormous amount of
human-time and labor can be easily found: Automobiles, underwater vehicles, and airplanes. One example
of further complication is that modem flying vehicles use high-lift devices, such as slats and multiple flaps,
during take-off and landing. Flow fields around such complicated configurations are generally decomposed
into several relatively-simple sub-domains. Once sub-domains are identified, it is relatively simple and
straightforward to fill each of them with structured meshes.
A sub-domain may either share a common interface with immediately adjacent sub-domains or be
overlaid with each other. The first strategy of using sub-domains with common interfaces is the subject of
this research, and is called a multi-block grid approach. Decomposition of physical flow fields into blocks,
so-called block generation, is the most challenging task in the process of multi-block grid generation.
Development of an automatic block generation algorithm is one of several highly-pursued topics in the
field of grid generation. (ref. 1 to I1). Many of existing block generation schemes generate block bound-
aries in their topological form. In other words, once the user is given those block boundaries, he/she should
distribute grid points along those block boundaries and generate internal grid points for each block to
obtain final multi-block grids.
In this paper, a new approach for automatic multi-block grid generation is presented. The new
approach generates multi-block grids in a single step, instead of generating block boundaries first and then
filling each block with a certain number of grid points specified by the user later. For realization of this
unique feature, the user provides configuration surface grids and the grid spacing in the advancing direc-
tion as input to the scheme. These user-specified surface grids are undoubtedly composed of several
blocks, especially for complicated configurations. This speculation is based on not only the fact that it is
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verydifficult and undesirable to discretize a complicated configuration surface with a single structured grid
but also the fact that the surface is likely to be described as a collection of relatively-simple segments by
geometry definition programs or CAD programs and the user may have, according to the expected flow
phenomena, a preference on the grid point distribution along the surface which is more easily accom-
plished by the use of multi-block surface grid. These user-specified surface grids will be the actual grid
points along the block boundaries in the resulting multi-block volume grids, and play an active role in gen-
erating final grids as explained in the following section.
METHOD
The new method uses the combination of the Modified Advancing Front Method as a Predictor
with an elliptic scheme as a corrector (MAP scheme). Kim introduced the MAP scheme for 2-D and used it
for multi-block grid generation around 2-D configurations (ref. 12). The MAP scheme advances a collec-
tion of surface grid blocks by one cell height at a time. In this method, the collection of surface blocks
which advances simultaneously is called a "front".
MAP scheme
As the name implies, the MAP scheme (an acronym of the Modified Advancing Front Method as a
Predictor with an elliptic scheme as a corrector) is a predictor-corrector approach. A front is advanced by
the predictor and smoothed by the corrector. Each front goes through this predictor-corrector step until the
flow field of interest is filled with multi-block grids.
Pr¢_lictor step.-It advances a front using the Modified Advancing Front Method. The Advancing
Front Method (AFM) was originally developed for unstructured triangular meshes (ref. 13 to 15). In the
present research, however, this method has been modified for hexahedral mesh generation. The Modified
AFM not only enables simultaneous generation of a collection of hexaheral cells but also adjusts the dis-
tance and direction of advancement of each grid point according to the surrounding situation. It first inter-
polates the distance and direction of advancement for each internal point of a front from those values along
the boundary of the front. Then, all the points on the front are advanced, resulting in a new front, and the
same number of hexahedral cells as that of quadrilateral cells along the old front are obtained. In providing
a surface grid as initial fronts, (i,j) indexing of each surface block should be ordered in a consistent manner
so that its outward direction can be readily identified; e.g. right-handed rule to have the third k-axis as the
outward direction, ei × ej o_ ek- The new front, however, usually carries the non-smoothness, if any, of the
old front, and magnifies it, making further advancement impossible or meaningless, especially for concave
regions. This situation is avoided by adopting a corrector step.
ISorr¢¢tor step.-In the corrector step, Laplace's equations are used as the elliptic equations by fol-
lowing Cordova's approach (ref. 16). qb apply the elliptic corrector, an image of the old front with respect
to the new front is first introduced. Using these 3 fronts, 3-D Laplace equations are solved along the new
front with the other two as fixed boundary conditions. This procedure is illustrated in Fig. 1. In this exam-
ple, the initial front is composed of 3 blocks of surface grid, as shown in Fig. l(a). The predicted front by
the Modified AFM is shown in Fig. l(b). The image front and the resultant 3-front system are shown in (c)
and (d) of Fig. 1, respectively. As a solution to the elliptic equations, a smoother distribution of grid points
for the new front is obtained, as shown in Fig. 1(f), compared to that of the predicted front, as reproduced in
Fig. l(e).
Advancement of fronts.-The distance and direction of advancement of each front is pre-decided by
the user ("free advancement"), except lor the fronts which have adjacent fronts aligned in the direction of
their own advancement ("guided advancement"). If a front falls into the second category, the distance and
direction of advancement are decided by the adjacent fronts. The user-specified surface blocks can be
grouped into as many number of fronts as the user wants, and the way they are grouped affects the struc-
ture of final multi-block grids. Examples of different structures of final volume grids through different set-
ting of initial fronts are demonstrated for a simple hexahedral body in Fig. 2, Fig. 3, and Fig. 4. In Fig. 2,
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the6blocksurfacegridof thehexahedralbodyistakenasasinglefront.As a result, the MAP scheme pro-
duces a 6 block grid, which shows a very smooth distribution of grid points along the outer block bound-
aries. On the other hand, Fig. 3 shows a different block structure due to different arrangement of initial
fronts. In this example, the body surface blocks are grouped into 2 fronts; one front with 5 blocks and the
other with one block. The two fronts are shown separated in Fig. 3(a). The resultant volume grid has 10
blocks (Fig. 3(b)), and the outer block boundaries are shown in (c). Fig. 4 shows a 26 block grid for the
same configuration. In this example, each of 6 surface blocks is taken as a front of its own. In the results
presented in this paper, two adjacent blocks are connected in the "complete" sense. In other words, they
share an exactly same interface as one of their block faces. Adoption of the "complete" inter-block connec-
tivity makes the total number of blocks in the resulting volume grids higher than that with the "partial"
connectivity.
Bridging of distant fronts
For multi-body configurations such as high-lift wings, two distant fronts can march toward each
other. One example is shown in Fig. 5: One front from the main wing and the other from the flap advance
toward each other. If this situation is not dealt with properly, the two fronts will pass each other and gener-
ate hexahedral cells in the region which is already occupied by other cells. If two fronts are found advanc-
ing toward each other and less than a specified distance away, then the scheme will "bridge" the two with a
third front. To bridge two distant fronts, proper grid lines along each front, "bridging edges", are first iden-
tified (A-B and C-D in Fig. 5).
Once the bridging edges are obtained, they are used to form a 3-D surface grid surrounded by the
bridging edges and additional edges connecting them (A-C and B-D). This newly-obtained surface grid is
called a "bridging" front. In general, the pair of bridging edges have a different number of grid points with
respect to each other. Fig. 6 shows bridging fronts of different structures due to the difference in the num-
ber of grid points along the bridging edges and along the edges connecting them. With the help of the
"bridging" front, the two distant fronts which were to collide with each other are connected with each
other, and the advancement of those fronts will be adjusted accordingly. The sequential advancement of
fronts continues until the user-specified outer boundary is reached. The scheme groups hexahedral cells
properly, resulting in a multi-block volume grid system with "complete" inter-block connectivity.
EXAMPLES
The first example is for a generic 3-D single-element wing. NACA 0012 airfoil is used as its wing
section, except the round wing tips which are formed by rotating the wing section at the last spanwise sta-
tion, resulting in a half body of revolution. Fig. 7(a) shows the user-specified wing surface grid together
with a surface grid for the wake-plane. Due to its geometrical shape, it is natural and easy for the user to
generate the surface grid for the wing-tip region in such a way that all the grid lines in the chordwise direc-
tion converge into a single point on each end of the half body of revolution. The user doesn't have to pro-
vide the wake-plane grid. By providing it as a part of input, however, he/she can be assured to have the grid
point distribution along the wake the way he/she wants. As explained earlier, a "front" is supposed to
advance in only one direction. This means that the wake-plane grid is composed of two sets of exactly
same grids glued to each other back to back. One set has a reversed ordering of index (i,j) with respect to
that of the other. The initial surface grid is composed of 6 surface blocks with "complete" connectivity; one
on the upper side of the wing, one on the lower side of the wing, two on both wing tips, one on the upper
side of the wake-plane, and the last on the lower side of the wake-plane. By taking those 6 block surface
grid as a single "front" and specifying the grid spacing in the advancing direction, the MAP scheme gener-
ates 6 block volume grid. The block edges of the resultant grid system are shown in Fig. 7(b). The block
boundary grid lines along the symmetry plane are also included. Generating this grid system can be
thought of as the analogy of blowing a balloon with the initial shape of Fig. 7(a). The outer block bound-
aries, shown in Fig. 7(c), and the internal block boundaries, shown in Fig. 7(d), indicate that the grid point
distribution becomes smoother and more evenly-spaced as the front advances outward.
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In the previous example, the block structure of the resulting volume grid is naturally decided by
the block structure of the initial surface grid. With the MAP scheme, however, totally different block struc-
tures of volume grids can be easily obtained from the same initial surface grid by changing the arrange-
ment of initial fronts, and it is demonstrated in the next example. Fig. 8(a) shows the exactly same surface
grid as Fig. 7(a). In this example, the 6 block surface grid is divided into 3 fronts. One front has 4 surface
blocks; the upper wing surface, the lower wing surface, the upper wake surface, and the lower wake sur-
face. The other two fronts have one surface block from each wing tip. In this example, the two wake-plane
blocks do not have connectivity at both spanwise ends. The MAP scheme generates a 14 block volume grid
as an output. Fig. 8(b) shows the block edges. The outer block boundaries and the internal ones are shown
in Fig. 8(c) and (d). These first two examples show the flexibility of the MAP scheme.
The next example is for a simplified high-lift configuration wing. Fig. 9(a) shows a 6 block config-
uration surface grid; 3 blocks on the main wing and 3 on the flap. The wing tip of the flap is flat while that
of the main wing is round. The gap between the main wing and the flap is filled with a "bridging" front, as
shown in Fig. 9(b). The resultant 28 block volume grid is shown in Fig. 9(c) and (d). In this example, the
number of grid points along the leading edge of the flap is same as the number of points along the trailing
edge of the wing. This situation is not always true. The present wing-flap configuration is a simplified and
specific one, i.e. a full-length flap. One step toward generalization with the same configuration is to use a
different number of grid points in the spanwise direction for the wing and the flap.
Fig. 10(a) shows the same configuration wing as Fig. 9(a). In this example, however, the flap has
more grid points in the spanwise direction than the previous case. The "bridging" front should be formed in
accordance to the number of grid points along the bridging edges, and the result is shown in Fig. 9(b).
Once distant fronts are bridged with the help of a bridging front, the MAP scheme advances each front
until the outer boundary is reached. Block edges and outer block boundaries of the resulting 38 block vol-
ume grid are shown in Fig. 9(c) and (d) respectively.
CONCLUSION
The MAP scheme can generate multi-block grids in an automatic fashion. As an input for the
scheme the user provides a body surface grid and the grid spacing in the advancing direction. The user can
choose how he/she wants to group the surface blocks to form initial fronts. The present scheme produces
block layouts as well as grid cells of smooth distribution as its output. Due to its unique approach, the
present method saves human-time and reduces the burden on the user in generating grids for general 3-D
configurations. The configuration of the high-lift wings shown in this paper, however, is not general
enough. Generalization and improvement of the grid generation program using the MAP scheme for realis-
tic 3-D configurations is currently underway.
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(a) The old front (b) The predicted new front
(c) The image front (d) Accumulat nts
(e) The predicted new front, (b) (f) The corrected new front
Fig. 1 Procedure of the predictor-corrector approach
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(a) Initial front with 6 block
surface grid
(c) Outer block boundaries
(b) Block edges of the resulting
6 block volume grid
Fig. 2 6 block volume grid generation about a hexahedral body
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(a)2 initialfronts:Onewith5sur-
faceblocksandthe other with
1 block
(c) Outer block boundaries
(b) Block edges of the resulting
10 block volume grid
Fig. 3 10 block volume grid generation about a hexahedral body
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(a)6 initialfronts:Eachwith i
surfaceblockfromeachface
(b)Blockedgesof the resulting
26 block volume grid
(c) Outer block boundaries
Fig. 4 26 block volume grid generation about a hexahedral body
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AFig. 5 A generic high-lift configuration wing and bridging edges (A-B and C-D)
A B
C D
(a) Bridging edges (b) Bridging edges (A-B and B-
C) have the same number of
grid points
/ f
/ //// // /I
/
(c) A-B has more points than
C-D. A-C and B-D with
the same number of points
(d) A-B and B-C have a different
number of points. A-C and
B-D with a different number
of points
Fig. 6 Formation of "bridging" fronts
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(a)Singleinitial front (body surface and wake plane)
I
(b) Block edges of the resulting 6 block volume grid together with the
boundary grid lines along the symmetry plane
Fig. 7 Grid generation for a single swept-back wing with a single initial front
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(c)Outerblockboundaries
(d)Internalblockboundariesandthesymmetryplane
Fig.7 (Continued) Gridgenerationforasingleswept-backwingwithasingleinitialfront
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(a)3 initialfronts(bodysurfaceandwakeplane)
\
\
/
/
(b) Block edges of the resulting 14 block volume grid
Fig. 8 Grid generation for a single swept-back wing with 3 initial fronts
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J(c) Outer block boundaries
(d) Internal block boundaries
Fig. 8 (Continued) Grid generation for a single swept-back wing with 3 initial fronts
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(a)Initialfronts(mainwingandflap)
(b)Gapbetweenthe main wing and the flap is filled with a "bridging" front
Fig. 9 Grid generation for a generic high-lift configuration (28 block volume grid)
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(c)Block edges of the resulting volume grid
(d) Outer block boundaries
Fig. 9 (Continued) Grid generation for a generic high-lift configuration (28 block volume grid)
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(a) Initial fronts (main wing and flap)
(b) Gap between the main wing and the flap is filled with a "bridging" front
Fig. 10 Grid generation for a generic high-lift configuration (38 block volume grid)
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(c) Block edges of the resulting volume grid
(d) Outer block boundaries
Fig. 10 (Continued) Grid generation for a generic high-lift configuration (38 block volume grid)
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